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Today’s lecture: Black Holes and jets Part I

• Evidence for Black Holes in AGN

• Ideas about jet production

• Superluminal motion and doppler beaming

• Orientation models



Evidence for black holes in AGN

There are several canonical pieces of evidence that supermassive
black holes really are there at the heart of AGN. Among these are:

• Variability (in combination with Eddington luminosity).

• Stellar velocity dispersions.

• Rotation speeds inferred from emission lines.
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Fig. 2. Principal component spectra for (top) Suzaku data and (bottom) XMM-Newton data. Left-hand panels show limits on the o�set component,
right-hand panels show eigenvector one. Spectral points in the range 0.4�11 keV are from the��or���instruments, those in the range 15�45 keV
are from the���. See text for further details.

of photon index can produce similar absorption spectra but with
a shift in the e�ective ionisation parameter. The gas density was
assumed to be 1010 cm�3 for all zones except the highest ion-
isation zone, where a value 108 cm�3 was assumed. Although
this parameter a�ects the absorption spectral shape, this again
is largely degenerate with the ionisation parameter, although if
the assumed absorbing shell is su�ciently thick (as may occur
for the combination of high � and low density values) then there
can be significant variation in � through the zone arising from
inverse-square-law dilution, thus leading to a broader range of
ionisation states than might be the case in a denser, thinner shell
of gas. All the absorption models are a�ected by such uncertain-
ties. We adopt units of erg cm s�1 for �.

4.2.2. Joint fit to eigenvector one and offset components

Qualitatively, the PCA “eigenvector one” in both the Suzaku and
the XMM-Newton data has the appearance of a powerlaw af-
fected by ionised absorption. In reality the absorbing zones are
complex, and their physical parameters are unlikely to be unam-
biguously measurable in data with CCD resolution. However,
we know a priori of the existence of ionised absorbing zones
from the previous analyses of Chandra and XMM-Newton high-
resolution grating data, so we can start by seeing whether a
model that includes those zones can explain the CCD spectra
we observe.

We first create a model based on the simplest interpreta-
tion of the PCA, namely that the eigenvector one represents a
variable-amplitude powerlaw, with ionised absorption, and that

the o�set component arises from distant reflection, with light
travel-time erasing any reflected amplitude variations. The pri-
mary absorbing layers that have already been identified in the
grating data comprise:

Zone 1 with log � � 2 (Lee et al. 2001);

Zone 2 with log � � 0.5 (Lee et al. 2001);

Zone 3, a highly ionised, log � >� 3.5, outflow at line-of-sight ve-
locity v � 1800 km s�1 (Young et al. 2005). The 6.7 and 6.97 keV
lines only appear in the o�set component in the PCA, not on
eigenvector one, so for now we assume that this zone is only
associated with the o�set component (when fitting to the data
later, we allow zone 3 to absorb all components). This zone
also produces velocity-shifted lines of 2.0 keV Si���Ly� and
2.62 keV S���Ly� which were observed by Young et al. (2005)
in the Chandra���data. In this absorption layer the ratio of
the 6.7 and 6.97 keV lines depends on both the ionisation and on
the microturbulent velocity dispersion of the gas, since the lines
are easily saturated, and the relatively high equivalent width of
the lines is most easily achieved by models with line broad-
ening. Hence the absorption model is broadened by a velocity
dispersion of 500 km s�1, consistent with the findings of Young
et al. (2005) (see Sect. 5), and we fix the ionisation parameter at
log � = 3.85 as described later in Sect. 5.1.

Fe I edge at 0.707 keV. A further feature apparent in the high-
resolution data, but not in data of CCD resolution, is the com-
plex absorption edge structure at �0.7 keV, discussed exten-
sively by Branduardi-Raymont et al. (2001), Sako et al. (2003),
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Fig. 3. The fit of model B to the principal component spectra: (left) Suzaku 0.5�45 keV, (right) XMM-Newton 0.4�10 keV; (top) eigenvector one,
(bottom) o�set component. The model is shown in units of Ef(E), points with error bars show the “unfolded” component spectrum values.

Table 5. Fit parameters and statistics for the joint fit of Model B to
eigenvector one and the o�set components, for each dataset, table en-
tries as in Table 4.

Model B
parameter Suzaku XMM-Newton

� 2.23 2.21
log �REFLIONX 2.04 1.94
Galactic NH 0.051 0.045
Chandra�����& XMM-Newton���zones
zone 1 log � 2.36 2.14

NH 0.45 0.41
zone 2 log � 0.22 �0.42

NH 0.07 0.04
zone 3 log � (3.85) (3.85)

NH 2.60 2.90
additional o�set component absorption zones
zone 4 log � 1.95 2.04

NH 34.0 28.1
zone 5 log � 1.35 1.89

NH 3.59 9.81

�2/d.o.f. 261/332 257/309

5. Results – model fits to data

5.1. Fitting methodology and initial constraints

Fitting to the PCA components should only be considered as
yielding an indication of the model components that may be

required, for two reasons. First, although the o�set component
and eigenvector one alone provide a good description of the
variable X-ray spectrum at energies above 2 keV (Tables 2, 3),
more complex source behaviour is implied at softer energies.
Second, there is no unique interpretation of the o�set compo-
nent: this component essentially describes the appearance of the
source around its lowest possible flux state, and the o�set com-
ponent spectrum we deduce may either be pure reflection or
pure absorption, for a source with a variable absorption cover-
ing fraction, or some combination of the two, as indicated by
the PCA. Hence we need to test the model against the actual
data. This is done in this section. Model B is summarised by
Fig. 4 which shows the model fitted to the mean Suzaku spec-
trum as described below and showing the three emission compo-
nents of the model (“direct” power-law, with ionised absorption;
“partially-covered” power-law, with higher opacity absorption
from zone 5; and low-ionisation reflection with absorption
from zone 4). We also show the component of cosmic X-ray
background emission included in the fit to������data.

The full dataset that we investigate here comprises obser-
vations taken at a number of epochs with a variety of instru-
ments. In fitting to the data we require the model to fit simultane-
ously any data that were obtained simultaneously (e.g.���and
��data for XMM-Newton or���and���data for Suzaku ). We
do allow variations in model parameter values between datasets
taken at di�erent epochs, although the model components are
not changed.



Models for jet production

We are now near the boundaries of our understanding of AGN and
stellar-mass jet-producing engines. The very central question still
remains unanswered: just how is the jet created in the first place?



Jet production I: pure radiation pressure

• Geometrically thick accretion disc disc as “funnel”.

• A bloated inner accretion disc would have extremely high
radiation density at its centre. This would provide a poorly
collimated but powerful outflow. Then reconfinement shock
creates collimated jet.

• Detailed shape of nozzle requires full GR calculation;
questions about stability, efficiency. How sure are we of
bloated disc?



• Creating the jet as a positron/electron plasma by pair
production has problems: Compton drag would quench a
powerful jet.



Numerical simulation of jet-producing “funnel” at the centre of a thick accretion disc.



Jet production II: Magnetic Fields

• A toroidal B is a natural mechanism to collimate the jet.

• It is possible to extract energy from the black hole: it can
conduct and so can produce a dynamo effect.

• Whatever the exact manifestation we know that B fields must
likely be strong near to SMBH because infalling material has
carried and compressed B from the ISM of the host galaxy.

• Mechanism needs a thin disc. How certain?



McKinney & Blandford GRMHD simulation

L128 J. C. McKinney and R. D. Blandford

quadrupolar field with vector potential φ component

Aquadrupole = Adipole cos θ, (3)

using a paraboloidal-like potential given by

Adipole = (1/2){(r + r0)νf− + 2Mf+[1 − ln(f+)]}, (4)

where f − = 1 − cosµθ , f + = 1 + cosµθ , ν = 3/4, µ = 4, r0 = 4,
and applies for θ < �/2 and for θ > �/2 when letting θ → �−θ . In
this model, current sheets form above and below the equator. From
prior GRMHD simulations, we expect primarily the initial field’s
multipole order to be important, and particular model parameter
values should be unimportant once a quasi-steady state is reached.
All models have initial gas pressure per unit magnetic pressure of
≈100 at the equator in the disc. We allow the comoving magnetic
energy per rest-mass energy up to only 100 during mass evacuation
near the BH (see floor model in McKinney 2006a).

Spherical polar, not Cartesian, coordinates are used since pre-
ferred for rotating jets. Our fiducial models have resolution
256 × 128 × 32 in r × θ × φ, with non-uniform grid as in
McKinney (2006a), except R0 = 0 and nr = 1 in their equation (18).
Based upon code tests, our second-order monotonized central lim-
iter scheme would require roughly four times the per-dimension
resolution to obtain the accuracy of our fourth-order scheme by the
end of the simulation. Unlike prior 3D GRMHD simulations, the
grid warps to resolve the disc at small radii and follows the colli-
mating jet at large radii giving roughly three times more angular
resolution at large radii. Hence, compared to any scheme similar
to the original second-order HARM scheme, our effective resolu-
tion is roughly 1024 × 1536 × 128. Unlike most 3D GRMHD
simulations (e.g. Beckwith et al. 2008), we include the full $φ =
2� extent as required to resolve the m = 1 mode and include the
full $θ = � extent (no cut-out at poles). As Fragile et al. (2007),
we use transmissive (not reflecting) polar boundary conditions. As
they state, the singularity need not be treated specially for centred
quantities in a finite-volume scheme. Our field is staggered, and the
polar value of Bθ is evolved by using the analytical limit of the finite
volume induction equation at the pole such that angular-dependent
area factors cancel (McKinney et al., in preparation). Coordinate
directions twist at the pole leading to some dissipation, but this is
significantly reduced by our fourth-order scheme that well resolves
up to m = 4 with 32 φ cells. At the inner torus edge, cells have
aspect ratio 1:5:10 and the fastest growing magnetorotational mode
is resolved with six cells, as sufficient (Shafee et al. 2008). We
also studied resolutions of 128 × 128 × 32, 128 × 64 × 32 and
128 × 64 × 16; the jet’s Fourier m = 1, 2, 3 power is converged to
20 per cent. Using 128 angular cells and a staggered field scheme
were required for MHD jet invariants to be conserved to � 10 per
cent, which is evidence of an accurate solution (Tchekhovskoy et al.
2008).

Most disc+jet simulations do not evolve to large enough radii
to resolve a highly relativistic jet. For magnetically dominated
paraboloidal jets, the maximum Lorentz factor at large radii is

% ≈ 0.3
� r

M

�0.5
(5)

(Tchekhovskoy et al. 2008). We choose an outer box radius of
103M as required to reach % ∼ 10. All simulations ran a duration of
5000M, which is 192 orbits at the inner-most stable circular orbit
(ISCO) (rISCO ≈ 2.2M) and 50 orbits at the initial inner torus edge.
The accretion rate of mass (Ṁ), energy and angular momentum are
roughly constant with radius out to r ∼ 10M by t ∼ 3000M, indi-
cating the disc has reached a quasi-steady state. The slow/contact

modes for the jet move with v/c � 0.2, so the jet is beyond the box
by t = 5000M. We report many results at t ∼ 4000M since this is
before the jet partially reflects off the outer box.

3 R ESULTS

The fiducial dipole model is overall similar to prior 2D simulations
(McKinney & Gammie 2004; McKinney 2006a). The BH-driven
polar jet survives in a non-dissipated state to large radii. Each po-
lar, magnetically dominated jet at r+, 10, 102, 103M has constant
electromagnetic luminosity of Lj ≈ 0.01Ṁc2, with only a small
secular drop as % increases. This value is similar to higher res-
olution 2D simulations (McKinney & Gammie 2004). The total
(disc+jet+wind) electromagnetic output peaks at r ≈ 10M, but disc
power is dissipated so does not survive at large radii (McKinney
& Narayan 2007a). Fig. (1) shows the inner ±100M cubical region
and Fig. (2) shows out to z = 103M by t = 4000M. The figures show
the disc wind and relativistic jet generated by the rotating BH and
magnetized, turbulent accretion disc. The jet is roughly stable out
to z = 103M reaching % ∼ 5 − 10. Fig. (2) shows the kinked polar
jet structure of the poloidal current, RBφ , capable of driving screw
instabilities. We measure the Fourier power within the jet region
defined by magnetic energy per rest-mass energy, averaged for all
φ, greater than 1. At large distances, the m = 1, 2, 3, 4 powers
relative to m = 0 are 7, 1, 0.7, 0.6 per cent in magnetic energy, 6,
4, 0.5, 0.2 per cent in Lorentz factor, roughly 37, 7, 3, 4 per cent
in both rest-mass density (ρ0) and RBφ and 20, 13, 7, 6 per cent
in internal energy density. Both ρ0 and RBφ reach m = 1 power
of 100 per cent in the jet next to the outer disc edge at r = 20M.
There is no indication of growth beyond perturbations induced by
the disc turbulence, which appears to be the primary origin of jet
substructure.

Figure 1. For dipolar model, shows inner ± 100M cubical region with
BH, accretion disc (pressure, yellow isosurface), outer disc and wind (log
rest-mass density, low green, high orange, volume rendering), relativistic jet
(Lorentz factor of % � 4, low blue, high red, volume rendering) and mag-
netic field lines (green) threading BH. Despite non-axisymmetric turbulence,
polar magnetically dominated jets are launched by the BZ effect.

C© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 394, L126–L130



Magnetic fields: The Blandford-Znajek mechanism



Black hole horizon has resistance of empty space (377 ⌦)!

Current passing through circuit is

I =

R
v ⇥B · dl
RH +RL

Order of magnitude: maximally rotating Kerr hole, set RH ⇠ RL,
set B energy density near hole similar to gas pressure near hole.
Power I2R works out to be:

P ⇠ 1038
MBH

109M�
W

Which is available to accelerate particles away from the black hole.



Superluminal motion

The existence of jets in AGN means that spherical symmetry is broken. But we
cannot take an individual active galaxy and rotate it to see what it looks like from
a different angle. Hence a large amount of effort has been devoted to making
statistical inferences about different types of AGN, and detailed observations of
observational effects which should be orientation dependent. The underlying
motive is, of course, to make as simple a model as possible, in which many of
the observationally diverse types of AGN are the same type of beast, just viewed
from a different position.

The most spectacular of these was proposed theoretically in the early days of
AGN studies by Martin Rees, and with modern techniques it can be readily
observed in many quasars with bright jets: superluminal motion.
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Superluminal motion: calculation

In this calculation we will assume that the quasar and observer are at rest w.r.t.
each other in flat spacetime. A full calculation including cosmological terms
masks the intrinsic physics here (and, indeed, we now know of superluminal
microquasars within the Galaxy, for which this treatment is exact).

Let us assume that a quasar lies at a large distance R from the observer, and its
jet is inclined to the line-of-sight at an angle ✓. Suppose a “blob” of bright
emission in the jet—say a shock travelling up the jet— leaves the nucleus and
and travels up the jet at speed �c.

The observer sees the blob leave the nucleus at time

t1 =
R

c

Now let the blob propagate up the jet for some time T in the frame of the
nucleus. After this time, the blob has a transverse separation

�X = �cT sin✓

Remember the observer can only measure the component of separation in the
plane of the sky.



Superluminal motion: calculation contd.

Now consider the time at which the observer sees the blob reaching this distance
from the nucleus. The light is emitted at time T but only has to travel a distance
R� �cTcos✓. So the observer sees the blob reach position �X at time

t2 =
R

c
+ T (1� �cos✓)

Hence the apparent transverse velocity is

�appc =
�X

t2 � t1

=
�csin✓

1� �cos✓

So for � close to 1 and small ✓, we can easily observe �app > 1. Values of �app

up to ⇠ 5—10 are measured.











Superluminal motion: population statistics.

The maximum value of �app which can be produced by a jet arises when � =
cos✓, for which...

�app = ��

...the proof of which is on the next question sheet.

By taking the upper limit of �app in large samples of quasars, we infer that the
bulk motion in the jets typically has � ⇠ 5 to 10.

The distribution of �app in the quasar population can then be used to infer their
distribution in line-of-sight angle. We find that quasar jets are not isotropically
distributed in angle: they preferentially point towards us. More on this shortly.



Caveats for superluminal motion measurements. . .

• How certain are we that one component is being followed?

• Is the “core” really the core—self absorption varies with
observing frequency and the measured “central” component
not necessarily be the very centre of the core.

• How to deal with accelerating/decelerating blobs?



Doppler boosting of relativistic jets

The radiation emitted by a blob of jet material will be relativistically Doppler
boosted towards (or away from) the observer. Here we shall calculate how the
effects the observed brightness of the jet.

First we recall the Doppler Factor for radiation emitted by a source moving at an
angle ✓ to the line of sight:

D =
1

�(1� �cos✓)

where � is the usual Lorentz factor and � = v/c. Photons are received in the
observed frame at a rate D times the rate they are emitted. To calculate the
brightness in the observed frame, we must consider two other factors.



Doppler boosting of relativistic jets contd.

First, the solid angle subtended in the observed and emitted frames is different;
the emitted radiation is preferentially beamed towards the direction of motion.
Angle transforms as

sin✓0 = Dsin✓

and so solid angle transforms as

d⌦0 = D2d⌦

Second, photons received at some particular energy in the observed frame will
have been emitted at a different energy. Using our parametrisation of the
spectrum S⌫ / ⌫�↵, we find that the total observed brightness for a source
varies as

Bobs = BemD3+↵

N.B. the emission from a blob approaching us is Doppler boosted and the
brightness is increased; a receding blob has its emission Doppler boosted away
from us and its brightness is decreased by this factor.



Doppler boosting and jet “sidedness”

This Doppler boosting gives us one of the main clues that quasars and
radiogalaxies are the same type of object, but viewed from different orientations.
Looking at large samples of objects we find that the quasars tend to have one
very bright jet and often no sign of a counterjet; radiogalaxies on the other hand
often exhibit a jet and a counterjet.



Quasar/radiogalaxy unification

This picture of the quasars “pointing towards us” is neatly supported by the fact
that their average projected size is smaller than that of the radiogalaxies:

Cumulative histogram of quasar and radiogalaxy projected sizes.



Quasar/radiogalaxy unification

The ratio of quasar to radiogalaxy mean sizes implies that quasars are seen at
an angle of less than ⇡ 45� to the line of sight.



Quasar/radiogalaxy unification

A large body of evidence now exists to support models of orientation-based
unification of different classes of AGN. To first order, we can split AGN at any
given luminosity into two classes.

• In Type I AGN, we can see the nuclear region directly. The jet axis points
towards us and we observe strong Doppler boosting of the jets. Usually the
optical/UV continuum emission from the accretion disc, broad emission
lines from high-velocity clouds near the nucleus, are visible.

• In Type II AGN, our point of view is more “sideways on”. Our view of the
nucleus is obscured by a dusty torus of material beyond the accretion disc.
In objects with powerful jets, these tend to be nearly symmetric. Optical
emission lines are narrow, originating the in the interstellar medium well
away from the nucleus.




